
The Sacred Marshlands 
Translation : Ceris STAFFORD 

 

Contents: 

1 set of game rules 

4 boat pieces 

12 red counters 

12 yellow counters 

12 blue counters 

12 green counters 

4 pieces of playing board 

125 basic playing tiles including 2 joker tiles 

(representing pieces of the marshlands) 

4 village tiles 

1 Abbey tile 

21 tiles with a bell symbol 

21 tiles with a butterfly symbol 

21 tiles with a clover symbol 

1 Solar Eclipse tile 

1 pad of score sheets   

 

The game that you have just purchased will, very 

simply, enable you to relive the “conquering of the 

west”. To become an architect, dig canals, plant 

copses and reed beds, set up fisheries, gardens, create 

boat landing points, and raise cattle under the 

protective wing of the most powerful Abbey of the 

era. 

Warning 

There are several versions of the game, called acts. 

Make sure you are familiar with the first act before 

moving on to the others. Put aside the tiles with a 

symbol in the corner (bells, butterflies and clovers) 

until you start to play the extensions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is year 1003. The Abbey of Maillezais, newly 

consecrated, is built on a rocky spur dominating a vast 

marshy bay at the exit of the ancient Picton gulf. This 

place of rest for numerous migratory birds where 

shellfish, crustaceans and molluscs of every sort 

abound is no longer valued by the monks. They wish 

to drain it. They get down to the task over the 

centuries which follow, with the assistance of the 

Dutch, specialists in this kind of work. Very quickly, 

with their expertise, the first canals see the light of 

day. The water starts to flow out of the lands; the 

mud dries up and becomes a very rich, fertile land. 

Soon, an interlaced network of canals and ditches 

form an immense labyrinth where only a flat 

bottomed boat can move around. Ash and alder trees 

are planted all along the canal banks. These have two 

functions; keep the soil together with their roots, but 

also to circulate water. 

The rivers upstream also help to construct the 

marshlands by transporting all sorts of seeds that will 

germinate, firstly in the water, then on the banks, 

then over the whole area. Fish quickly take possession 

of these new territories. Elvers (baby eels) which 

originate from the Sargasso Sea, find a perfect 

sanctuary here in which to become eels. Frogs quickly 

proliferate in this pollution free area and birds, fond 

of all these creatures, also find a base here. A whole 

new ecosystem therefore develops. 

From the ground, everything grows in abundance 

both in quantity and quality. Quite naturally, man, 

responsible for all this change, puts down roots there 

too and continues to develop the area. In order to 

access the nearby land, he constructs gentle slopes 

(boat landing points) allowing the boats to “park”. 

This also allows more easy loading and unloading of 

harvested crops, and cattle. The cattle also benefit 

from this too as they can come here to drink, without 

the risk of falling into the water.  Reed beds are 

planted; the reeds are used to construct roofs for 

habitations. Some canals are converted into fisheries; 

all that is needed is to install fishing nets, eel traps 

and to come and empty these regularly for a varied 

diet. Some strips of land are planted with trees 

(copses). If regularly felled these supply fuel for 

heating, amongst other things. The vegetation which 

develops provides a habitat for all sorts of game, both 

in and out of the water. All this makes the marshland 

a truly extraordinary place. 



 

Act 1: The reclamation of the marshes 

Introduction : It is the year 1007 and you have just arrived at the Abbey. The priest Theodelin asks you to share 

your expertise on draining and reclaiming the marshes. He offers you his blessing if you are able to turn the area 

around the Abbey into cultivatable land. 

Duration of the game:  one and a half hours 

Number of players : 2 to 4 

Guide to the tiles 

1 Frog,  2 Canal, 3 Garden, 4 Copse, 5 Boat landing point, 6 End of a canal, 7 Reed bed, 8 Fishery, 9 Field (cow) bonus  

10 Field, 11 Segment of field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Village tile             Abbey tile                                                                                        Joker tile 

Whatever the size, all the bright green areas on the tiles represent segments of field, including those with a cow. 

The joker tiles, of which there are two, can be placed wherever desired, the one rule being that the water opening 

side must be placed against another piece of water. The trees around the outside of the tile form a natural boundary 

and all which is enclosed by them is considered built on. For example, a half a garden laid next to a joker becomes a 

complete garden to score two points. 

Preparation : Take the four pieces of game board and lie them down on a flat surface, with all the green tabs 

forming a square, resulting in a large square playing area. Place the Abbey tile in the centre to cover the light green 

square. Each player should then be given a village tile, which they should lay down in contact with the Abbey tile, on 

the section of the board nearest to them. The tiles should be laid so that the canals on each side of the Abbey tile are 

against two canals on the village tiles. 

For this act the coloured counters and boat pieces are not needed and should be set aside. The rest of the tiles 

should be laid in piles, upside down, to be used during the game. 
 

The objective of the game : To try to fill your section of the board with tiles, reclaiming the land by building useful 

constructions on it, such as fisheries, gardens, copses, reed beds, fields and ponds, all of which score points. The 

person with the most constructions, and therefore the most points at the end, wins the game. 
 

How to lay the tiles 

Each player is only allowed to lay the tiles that they have picked up from the pile on their own section of the board. 

Each tile laid down must be in side-to-side contact with another tile already laid on their section of the board, and 

the pieces that come into contact must obey the following rules: 

Water must be laid against water 

Field must be laid against field 

Copse must be laid against copse 

Garden must be laid against garden 

This also applies when you are laying tiles on the edge of your section of board, so that they touch another player’s 

tile as well as your own. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

O : right 
O : rong 
 

Regulations concerning water 

A boat landing point laid against another boat landing point or the end of a canal are able to form a pond, as are two 

canal ends laid together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boat landing point laid/ end of a canal    end of a canal/ end of a canal boat    Boat landing point laid/landing point  

 

Starting the game : The first player, picked at random, takes three tiles from the pile, looks at them and, if desired, 

has the option to turn their village tile to suit them (still assuring that the rules of adjacent tiles are being followed). 

This is the only time that tiles on the board can be moved as from this point all tiles remain how they are initially 

laid. The player then lays down one of the tiles he has picked up and picks up a new tile, so they always keep three 

tiles in their hand. Play passes to the next player who does exactly the same, also having the opportunity to turn 

their village tile to suit them on their first move. 

If a player cannot or doesn’t wish to lay a tile on his turn, he must choose one of his tiles and offer it to the next 

player. The next player can either refuse it, or accept it, but if he accepts it he must lay it down immediately. If the 

tile is refused, it is then offered to the next player, and the last player in turn, with again the choice to refuse it or 

accept it and play it immediately. If the tile is refused by all the players it is discarded and goes out of play. The 

player who originally offered the tile picks up a new tile from the pile and play passes to the next player. 

 

The game ends either : 

1) when one player has filled all of his section of board with tiles, which is rare, or; 

2) no more tiles remain in the pile 

3) 3 tiles in a row have been offered to all players and refused by them all, and so discarded (or 3 tiles in a row 

each if there are only two players) 

 

Calculating the points at the end of the game 

- Only gardens and copses that are complete are counted, with each tile containing a segment of them worth 

2 points. 

- A pond with one or two frogs is worth 2 points. 

- A fishery connected to the village by a continuous water network is worth 3 points 

- A reed bed connected to the village by a continuous water network is worth 10 points. 

- A field completely enclosed by canals and/or gardens and which has at least one boat landing point is worth 

one point for each segment of field on each tile that it is composed of. If a cow appears on one of the 

segments of field the player receives the number of bonus points indicated on the cow tile. 

- For each empty place on the section of board where a tile could have been laid, deduct one point from the 

score. 



- If a garden, a copse or a field is worth any points and is shared with a neighbouring player, both players 

count the points on their own section of the board, ie their own tiles. It is not important which player has 

connected the construction to his village. Any cow bonus is divided between the two players. If the bonus is 

an odd number of points, the player who has the bonus tile on his section of the board scores the extra 

point. If both players have a bonus tile in a shared field, each one takes the points from their own bonus tile. 

For a pond, the player who has the frog on his section of the board takes the two points, and if both players 

have a frog on their section they both get two points. 

-  

Scoring restrictions 

- Gardens and copses which are entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, but which are bordered by 

a canal which is not connected to the village by the water network, or in connecting with the village has to 

flow through a neighbour’s section of the board, only score one point for that player. 

- A fishery or a reed bed which is entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, which is not connected 

to the village by the water network, or in connecting with the village has to flow through a neighbour’s 

section of the board, is only worth one point. 

- A field which is entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, which doesn’t have at least one boat 

landing point connected to the village by the water network, is not worth any points, and if in connecting 

with the village it has to flow through a neighbour’s section of the board it will score one point. 

- An empty space with no tile cannot act as a connection between two canals. 

 

Example of how points are counted: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Gardens: A2=2 pts ; C1 =2 pts; C2C3 = 4pts; B1 doesn’t score any points as the garden is incomplete. 

- Copse: A4B4 =4 pts; B1B2 = 4pts; C3C4C5 = 6 pts; A1 doesn’t score any points as the copse is incomplete. 

- Fisheries: B2 =3 pts; B4 = 3pts; A4 =3pts. 

- Reed beds: A3 =10 pts; A6 = 1pt because it is not connected to the village via the water network 

- Frogs: B6C6 =2pts; C1 doesn’t score any points as it is connected to a canal, so is not a pond. 

- Fields: A1A2B1B2 doesn’t score any points, as even though it is a complete field it doesn’t contain a boat 

landing point. The field formed by tiles A3B3 has a boat landing point but is not enclosed on A2A3A4 so also 

scores no points. B1B2C1C2 =5 pts. B3B4B5C3C4C5 =8pts+8pts for the cow bonus. 

The small green dots on the fields are there to show how points are counted for a field. 

Empty tile slot : A5= -1pt 

Tips 

To help calculate the number of points for each item constructed, whether connected to the village by the water 

network or not, a coloured counter can be placed on each finished garden, pond etc. When counting the points, take 

the scoring sheet provided and first count the number of frogs for each player. Next, count the number of fisheries 

etc. When counting points for the fields, it is best to remove the counters as you count them. 

 

 



Act 2: Colonisation 
 

Introduction : It is now the year 1134. The priest Gaudin who runs the Abbey gives you permission to create a 

colony within the marshlands, on the condition that you are able to provide it with all the resources it needs, such as 

food, wood, etc... 

Duration of the game :  one and a half hours 

Number of players : 2 to 4 

Preparation : Take the four pieces of game board and arrange them with the Abbey tile in the centre as in act 1. 

For this act the coloured counters and boat pieces are not needed and should be set aside. The rest of the tiles 

should be laid in piles, upside down, to be used during the game. 

Each player should then be given a village tile, which are not laid down at the start but kept for later use. 
 

The objective of the game : To construct a water network in your section of the board and place your village 

within it, but so that the village is not in direct contact either with the Abbey or with the row of concentric tiles 

surrounding it. See the section on points below. The game is played in the same way as in act 1 and points are 

calculated in the same way. However this time the village tile also scores points, depending on where it is placed. 

You can place this whenever you want and then take a tile from the deck to replace it. 

NB From the turn when you lay your village tile, you will therefore have an extra tile in your hand for the rest of 

the game. 
 

Calculating the points at the end of the game : If the village tile of a player is placed on the outermost corner of 

the board, ie as far from the Abbey as possible, this scores 20 points, as long as it is surrounded by three tiles, ie each 

of its three sides are in contact with another tile. If one or two of these tiles are missing the village tile scores 10 

points. 

If the village tile is in the next row of tiles in (see the table below) it scores 10 points if it is either completely 

surrounded, ie in contact with four tiles, or at the edge of the board and surrounded by three tiles, or only 4 points if 

neither of these conditions is fulfilled. 

If the village tile is anywhere else, it scores 7 points if it is either completely surrounded, ie in contact with four tiles, 

or at the edge of the board and surrounded by three tiles, or only 2 points if neither of these conditions is fulfilled. 

In any of these cases the village must be connected to the Abbey by the water network without passing through a 

neighbouring player’s section of the board. If this is not the case then the village tile can only score 1 point, 

regardless of where it has been laid. 

The following table indicates the number of points that the village tile scores if it is/is not either completely 

surrounded by tiles, or at the edge of the board and surrounded by three tiles, and if it is connected to the Abbey by 

the water network. 

Abbey 

X X 7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

 X X 7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

10pts 
4pts 

10pts 
4pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

7pts 
2pts 

10pts 
4pts 

20pts 
10pts 



Scoring restrictions : To score points on your other constructions as in act 1, they must be connected by the water 

network to the Abbey as before, but it is not important if they are not connected to your village, as you are primarily 

working for the monks. Don’t forget that we are in the year 1134! 

 

NB 

- Gardens and copses which are entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, but which are bordered by 

a canal which is not connected to the Abbey by the water network or in connecting with the Abbey has to 

flow through a neighbour’s section of the board, only score one point for that player. 

- A fishery or a reed bed which is entirely constructed on a player’s section of board which is not connected to 

the Abbey by the water network or in connecting with the Abbey has to flow through a neighbour’s section 

of the board, only scores one point. 

- A field which is entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, which doesn’t have at least one boat 

landing point connected to the Abbey by the water network is not worth any points, and if in connecting 

with the Abbey it has to flow through a neighbour’s section of the board it scores one point. 

- A pond with one or two frogs is worth 2 points. 

- For each empty place on the section of board where a tile could have been laid, deduct one point from the 

score. An empty space with no tile cannot act as a connection between two canals. 

 

 

 

Act 3: Alliance 
 

Introduction : How quickly time passes! It is now the year 1240. The shadow of the Spanish Inquisition reaches the 

marshes where you live. Wishing to benefit from the protection of the church, your only solution is to drain the area 

connecting your hut to the Abbey. In return for your hard work you will no doubt be received with open arms at the 

Guillon Abbey. 
 

Duration of the game :  one and a half hours 
 

Number of players : 2 to 4 
 

Preparation : Take the four pieces of game board and arrange them with the Abbey tile in the centre as in act 1. 

For this act the coloured counters and boat pieces are not needed and should be set aside. The rest of the tiles 

should be laid in piles, upside down, to be used during the game. 

Each player should then be given a village tile, which are placed on the outermost corners of the board, ie as far from 

the Abbey as possible. The rules of the game are then the same as in act 1, the only difference being that each player 

must also connect their village to the Abbey using the water network, uninterrupted and without having to flow over 

another player’s section of the board. Tiles are therefore laid around the village at the start and then from the village 

to the Abbey, ie they cannot be laid around the Abbey unless they are already connected to the village by the water 

network. 

Scoring restrictions 

- To score points, all constructions must be connected to the Abbey by the water network. This is how you will 

save your soul! 

- Gardens and copses which are entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, but which are bordered by 

a canal which is not connected to the Abbey by the water network, or in connecting to the Abbey has to flow 

through a neighbour’s section of the board only score one point for that player. 

- A fishery or a reed bed which is entirely constructed on a player’s section of board which is not connected to 

the Abbey by the water network or in connecting to the Abbey has to flow through a neighbour’s section of 

the board only scores one point. 



- A field which is complete which is entirely constructed on a player’s section of board, which doesn’t have at 

least one boat landing point connected to the Abbey by the water network, or if in connecting to the Abbey 

has to flow through a neighbour’s section of the board scores one point. 

- For each empty place on the section of board where a tile could have been laid, deduct one point from the 

score. An empty space with no tile cannot act as a connection between two canals. 

- If a player’s village is connected to the Abbey by the water network, without having to flow through a 

neighbour’s section of the board, it scores 10 points. If in connecting to the Abbey it has to flow through a 

neighbour’s section of the board, it scores only 1 point. 

 

 

 

Act 4: Protection 
 

Introduction : The year is 1350, the 100 years’ war has just started and the outlook for the future is uncertain. You 

abandon the village and travel by boat to the all-powerful Abbey, run by Jean de Marconnays. 

 

Duration of the game :  half an hour 

 

Number of players : 2 to 4 

 

The objective of the game : Leave the village and proceed to the Abbey via the quickest route possible via boat, 

by forming an uninterrupted water network between the village and the Abbey, (which cannot pass through a 

neighbour’s section of board) while aiming to slow the progress of the other players. 

 

Preparation : Take the four pieces of game board and arrange them with the Abbey tile in the centre as usual. 

For this act the coloured counters are not needed and should be set aside. 

Each player should then be given a village tile, which are placed on the outermost corners of the board, ie as far from 

the Abbey as possible. They are also given a boat piece of the same colour as their village, which should be placed on 

the corresponding village tile. The rest of the tiles should be laid in piles, upside down, to be used during the game. 

 

How to play : Each player takes a tile from the pile (they do not hold three tiles in their hand as with previous acts) 

and has the choice of either laying it next to his village tile (so enabling their boat to move onto it) or laying it against 

the village of another player to impede the passage of their boat. If neither of these options is possible or the player 

doesn’t wish to use the tile it is discarded and is no longer in play. After a tile has been laid the player’s boat should 

be moved onto it immediately, following the canal. If it is not possible to move it then it should be left where it is. It 

is also permitted for a boat to make a U-turn if necessary. If your passage of water becomes interrupted and you 

wish to move your boat onto another water passage then you must remove your boat from the water and on to a 

field alongside, on the same tile. To move your boat onto another tile on your next turn it must be an adjacent tile 

which also has the same terrain, ie water to water or field to field. 

 

 

Restrictions 

- Players can only lay a tile on another player’s section of the board if the player before him did not lay a tile 

on the same section. Any tile laid on another player’s board cannot touch the Abbey, even on a corner to 

corner basis. 

- If a player chooses to discard a tile rather than playing it they cannot advance their boat that move. 



- While your boat is not in the water, you cannot cross a garden or a copse in it, or land on top of them, ie 

your boat must only travel over a field. If you take your boat out of the water in a field where there is a cow 

then you skip your next turn (as the bull in the herd scares you off from moving for one turn). 

The end of the game : The game ends when the first player has managed to move his boat all the way to the 

Abbey.  It is not important if there are empty tile spaces on the player’s section of board. 

Variation in play : Logic would dictate that the boat should really only be taken out of the water where there is a 

boat landing point (so that the boat can easily be put back into the water). This rule can therefore be applied if 

desired, to make the game harder. Expect the game to last an hour longer if this rule is played and think hard before 

laying tiles, as those with a boat landing point will become very precious! 

 

 

 

Act 5: Competition 
 

Introduction : Staying at the Abbey with François Rabelais, you wish to work on a grand project of reclaiming the 

marshlands. The bishop, Geoffroy d’Estissac, gives you permission to start the project. It is the year 1518. The future 

of lettuce is in your hands because Rabelais has in his possession some seeds of this vegetable hitherto unknown in 

France, which he has brought over from Italy! 
 

Duration of the game :  one hour and a half 
 

Number of players : 2 or 4 
 

Preparation : Take the four pieces of game board and arrange them as usual, but instead of placing the Abbey tile 

at the centre, place one of the village tiles there. Give each player a boat piece and the coloured counters of the 

same colour. All of the boats are placed on the village tile at the centre. The other village tiles and the Abbey tile are 

not needed and should be set aside. The rest of the tiles should be laid in piles, upside down, to be used during the 

game. 

 

The objective of the game : As usual, you must try to fill your section of the board with tiles, reclaiming the land 

by building useful constructions on it, such as fisheries, gardens, copses, reed beds, fields and ponds, all of which 

score points. However this time you may also attempt to monopolize the constructions of your opponents. 

 

How to play : As in act 1, each player is only allowed to lay the tiles that they have picked up from the pile on their 

own section of the board, apart from the exception described below. Each tile laid down must be in side-to-side 

contact with another tile already laid on their section of the board, and the pieces that come into contact must obey 

the rules of field against field, canal against canal etc. 

 

Starting the game : The first player, chosen at random, takes three tiles from the pile, and lays one of them next to 

the village tile, on his section of the board. As in act 4 if the player is then able to move their boat, along the water, 

they can then move it immediately. They should then take another tile, so keeping three in their hand.  Play then 

passes to the second player. In the same way as in act 1, players can also choose to discard tiles by offering them to 

the other players, rather than laying them. 

 

Moving the boat : Moving their boat is the only way for players to score points. Effectively, each time that your 

boat arrives at a fishery or a reed bed, you can, if you wish, lay one of your coloured counters on it, which means it 

belongs to you for the rest of the game. The same applies when your boat lays alongside (on the same tile) a finished 



copse, garden or boat landing point in a completely closed field. In this last instance, it is not necessary to pass over 

the boat landing point itself; it is enough to be on a tile which has the only canal leading to it. 

If your boat arrives at a tile which is in direct contact with several finished constructions, for example a copse and a 

fishery, you can lay a counter on each construction at the same time.   

Contrary to in act 4, you can move your boat at the end of each turn, even if you have not laid down a tile, or if you 

have laid down a tile discarded by an opponent. 

 

Important : You may move your boat on to another player’s territory and lay one of your coloured counters on all 

finished constructions that do not already have a counter of any colour on. You may also lay tiles on another 

player’s territory as long as you are able to move your boat immediately on to the tile you have just laid (ie by 

moving it from an adjacent square). 

For a more lifelike game, if you have to take your boat out of the water, or put it back into the water, you can all 

agree in advance that this can only be done at a boat landing point.  

 

Calculating the points at the end of the game : Contrary to the normal rules, it is not important where the 

water network which connects the different constructions to the village flows.  

- Completed gardens and copses, connected to the village by a continuous network of water, with a counter 

placed upon them, are worth two points for each segment of the construction as usual, for the player whose 

counter it is.  

- A fishery or reed bed connected to the village by a continuous network of water, with a counter placed upon 

them, is worth 3 points or 10 points respectively for the player whose counter it is. 

- A field completely enclosed by canals which are connected to the village by a continuous network of water, 

which has at least one boat landing point, and has a counter placed upon it, is worth one point for each 

segment of field on each tile that it is composed of, for the player whose counter it is. If a cow appears on 

one of the segments of field the same player receives the number of bonus points indicated on the cow 

bonus tile. 

- For each empty place on the section of board where a tile could have been laid, deduct one point from the 

score. 
 

Bonus 

Every garden on a player’s territory which has a counter on it from another player is worth double points for 

the player who has placed the counter. 
 

Scoring restrictions  

- Each finished construction, with a counter placed upon it, which is not connected to the village by a 

continuous network of water, means 2 points are deducted from the player whose counter it is. 

- Each finished construction, without a counter placed on it, and which is not connected to the village by a 

continuous network of water, means 1 point is deducted from the player on whose territory the 

construction has been laid. If the construction is shared between 2 players’ territories then 1 point is 

deducted from both players’ scores. 

- Each finished construction, which is connected to the village by a continuous network of water, but which 

does not have a counter placed upon it, is worth no points. 

- In this era, frogs are out of fashion, and therefore do not score any points. 

 

The end of the game : The game ends either when all the tiles have been laid down, or if any player has succeeded 

in either filling their territory with tiles, or placing all their counters down on constructions. Regardless of when the 

game ends, it is the player with the most points that wins. 

 

 



Act 6: The days to come 
 

Introduction : It is now the year 1569. Agrippa d’Aubigné has just seized the Abbey from the Catholics and has 

asked you to draw up plans for a new village, as well the draining of the surrounding zone. Your goal is to strengthen 

and give an economic boost to the region. 
 

Duration of the game :  30 minutes 
 

Number of players : 2 to 4 
 

Preparation : Each player takes a section of board, which are not connected to each other for this game, as well as 

a village tile. For this act the Abbey tile, coloured counters and boat pieces are not needed and should be set aside. 

Each player should then be dealt 29 tiles at random and the rest of the tiles should be laid in a pile, upside down, to 

be used during the game. Each player should then turn their 29 tiles face up and place them in front of them. 

 

The objective of the game : Each player should try to fill their section of the board with tiles, reclaiming the land 

by building useful constructions on it, such as fisheries, gardens, copses, etc, all which need to be connected to the 

village by a continuous network of water. The village tile can be laid whenever and wherever the player chooses. 

 

Starting the game : When all players are prepared and ready to play, make a note of the time. Players have only 30 

minutes to play, and are not required to play in turn, ie they should all work independently to fill their boards in the 

time available. At any moment of the game, players are permitted to change one of the tiles in front of them for a 

new tile from the deck. If they do this they must take the top tile from the deck and lay down their tile face up next 

to the deck and other players are then allowed to take either a new tile from the deck or a discarded tile from 

another player. This can be done as many times as desired throughout the game.  

 

Calculating the points at the end of the game : All completed constructions, connected to the village by a 

continuous network of water, are worth the usual number of points. Ponds which are not connected to the village by 

a continuous network of water are also worth points in this game.  
 

Restrictions on scoring 

All constructions not connected to the village by a continuous network of water are not worth any points. Any tiles 

which have not been laid properly should be removed before counting up the points and for each tile removed 1 

point is deducted from the player’s score. 
 

Bonus 

If a player has completely filled his section of board with tiles in the allotted time then they score an extra 15 bonus 

points. The second player to fill his board with tiles in the same game scores 8 points and the third player scores 3 

points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Act 7: The future 
 

Introduction : It is now the year 2050. Pollution, global warming and other natural catastrophes have affected the 

marshlands. The Abbey has been in ruins for many years, but you wonder if all is in fact not lost, that maybe you can 

reinstall life there. Is the future of the planet in the hands of you and your friends? 
 

Duration of the game :  15 to 30 minutes 
 

Number of players : 2 to 8 
 

The objective of the game : Each player should attempt to create a water network with the maximum number of 

constructions on which they score points (eg fisheries, copses). The winner is the player with the most points at the 

end of the game. 

 

Preparation : Up to 4 players: each player plays for himself and takes the 12 counters of one colour to start. 

With 6 or 8 players: players form teams of 2 and divide the counters of one colour between them to start. Players 

should be positioned around the board so that each team plays one turn in order. 

With 5 or 7 players: players form teams of 2 and one team of 1 person. When  it is the turn of the one player team to 

play they have two successive turns.  

Take the four pieces of game board and arrange them with the Abbey tile in the centre as usual. For this act the boat 

pieces are not needed and should be set aside.  

The four village tiles should be mixed in with the rest of the tiles and all the tiles laid in one pile, upside down, to be 

used during the game. Each player then takes 6 tiles, and draw lots to see who starts. With 5 or 7 players it is the 

team positioned just after the team of one player that starts.  

 

How to play : Each player takes turns to place a tile in contact with a tile already laid (the Abbey tile in the first 

round). As usual the pieces laid together must correspond, ie water to water, field to field etc. In this act players do 

not have to restrict laying tiles to their own section of playing board, ie they can be placed anywhere. As soon as a 

laid tile finishes a construction, regardless of who started the construction, the player who laid the tile can place a 

coloured counter on the construction. When any player lays a tile he picks up another, to keep 6 in their hand at any 

time. Discarding tiles is not permitted; in the rare case when a player cannot lay a tile they miss they turn. 

 

The end of the game : When any player has placed their last coloured counter on a finished construction, they do 

not pick up any more tiles, and neither do any of the other players. Players continue to lay tiles on the board if 

possible and when any player has no more tiles in his hand then the game is over. 

 

Calculating the points at the end of the game : All constructions not connected to the Abbey by the water 

network are worth 1 point. Otherwise, normal points are awarded: copses and gardens, 2 points for each segment 

that comprises them, fisheries, 3 points, reed beds, 10 points, fields, 1 point for each segment plus any cow bonus 

points. Villages are considered to be constructions and are awarded 10 points if connected to the Abbey and 1 if not. 

NB each frog in a pond is worth 4 points, as the survival of the species is down to the players. 

 

Variant : For greater ease of movement during this game players can play without the playing board, ie just use a 

table with the edges of the table forming a natural boundary. 

 

 

 

 



Act 8: Solitaire 
 

Although The Sacred Marshlands is designed to be played with between 2 to 8 players, there is nothing to stop it 

being played by a lone player, who can reclaim a little bit of the marshes. Take either one, two, three or all four 

section of game board and arrange them with the Abbey tile in the centre as usual, and place the village tiles to one 

side. Take 3 tiles from the pack and place one immediately. Take a replacement tile and again place one of the three 

tiles, and repeat this process. If on one turn you wish to lay a village tile, take one of these instead of a tile from the 

pack. 

 

The objective : Try to fill the piece(s) of board that you have used with tiles, creating villages which will become 

much prized tourist sites over the next ten or so centuries. 

If you wish to calculate your points, use the points table under act 3, Alliance. 

 

NB 

If you wish to shorten the duration of play for any of these acts, (with the exception of acts 4 to 7), you can decide 

that each player can lay one, two or three tiles with each turn of play, and not necessarily in contact with each other. 

Players then may take the same number of tiles from the pack as they have laid. The default however remains at one 

tile being laid each turn.  For acts 1,2,3,5 & 8, you can also increase the tiles held in your hand by one if this will 

make it easier to play. 

 

 

 

 

Bonus  
Solar eclipse 

This tile can be laid in any other act than act 8. It is laid in replacement of the Abbey tile. When a 

player lays it they are allowed to turn the whole board round either by a quarter turn, a half turn, 

or three quarters of a turn, according to their wishes, so they take over the play and the colour of 

another opponent. If this is done in act 7, do not turn the board round, just the coloured counters 

can be exchanged.  

If this level of madness isn’t enough for you, and you want more? It can get even worse…  When laying the solar 

eclipse tile the player turns the board just a quarter of a turn. At the start of their next turn they do exactly the same 

thing, in the same direction, and so on for each turn. And yes, at the end of the game, it is very difficult to say 

whether they are playing for themselves or another player, so it is not necessarily to their advantage to play this tile! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Extensions 
The versions which follow allow tiles to be incorporated into the game which relate to historical events and which 

introduce special themes. These extensions are called intervals because they fit chronologically between certain 

acts. 

Interval 1 

Myths and beliefs 
 

Use the 21 event tiles with a little bell in the corner. 

Introduction : In this year, 1907, the marshlands are haunted. The Abbey, already in ruins after several wars, no 

longer casts its protective shadow over the region. It is even being dismantled brick by brick by a quarryman hoping 

to save time and make some money. The separation of the property of the church and state is the final nail in the 

coffin. Feeling courageous, and taking your pigouille in hand (a long stick that helps to manoeuver the boats) you 

decide to satisfy your curiosity. What is legend and what is real ? 

Duration of the game :  one and a half hours 

Number of players : 2 to 4 

The objective : Fill your section of playing board, trying to score as many points possible for constructions. Connect 

your village to the Abbey for maximum points. 

Preparation : Place the Abbey tile at the centre of the board, as usual. All players should then pick a village tile at 

random, which they keep in their hand. Mix the tiles with a bell on with the other unused tiles to form the deck. Put 

these tiles into piles of 10 and each player should take 4 at random. The mode of play is basically the same as the 

general game (see act 1). 

Starting play : The player who is most superstitious starts by posing a tile next to the Abbey tile, and then 

immediately picking up a new tile, to keep 5 in his hand (including the village tile). Play passes round the table as 

usual. You can lay your village tile whenever you wish to. When you lay it you should then place your boat on top of 

it, which can then be moved on your next turn. Boats can be navigated everywhere on the board, even on to another 

player’s tiles, as long as they are never taken out of the water, as that brings bad luck! Therefore you must connect 

your constructions to your village in order to score points, as when your boat arrives on a finished construction 

(copse, fishery etc) without a coloured counter on it you can pose one of your own counters on it. This is also the 

case when you are on another player’s section of the board. The same applies when your boat lays alongside (on the 

same tile) a finished copse, garden or boat landing point in a completely closed field. In this last instance, it is not 

necessary to pass over the boat landing point itself, it is enough to be on a tile which has the only canal leading to it. 

If your boat arrives at a tile which is in direct contact with several finished constructions, for example a copse and a 

fishery, you can lay a counter on each construction at the same time. Do not pose counters on the event tiles or on 

ponds, as these tiles are the property of the player whose section of the board it is. You can advance your boat even 

if you do not lay a tile on your turn, and if you choose to lay a tile discarded by another player (and offered round) 

you can also move the boat. 
 

How to lay the event tiles : Of course these tiles are laid normally like the other tiles, but they can also be laid to 

replace other tiles that have already been laid, as long as all their edges correspond with the tiles around them. If 

that is the case, players remove the tile already laid and pose their tile. Apart from the specific exceptions noted 

below an event tile can never replace an existing event tile. Players may pose event tiles on other player’s sections of 

the board; this is even recommended if you wish to disadvantage another player. 

These tiles can also be used to your advantage. Effectively, if you have a tile that another player is looking for, you 

can demand either a specific or non-specific tile in exchange. You can demand that he show you his tiles for you to 

pick whichever you need, and it is up to them whether to accept or not. This rule of exchange only applies to event 



tiles. You can also lay these tiles immediately without demanding permission from the other player. An event tile can 

be discarded like any other tile. 

An exchange of event tiles takes place at the beginning of a turn, to give players an opportunity to lay a tile they 

have just obtained. 

NB the Abbey and the village tiles cannot ever be replaced or discarded. If a player finds their boat on a tile at the 

end of a water network, they can move back to their village and leave from there on the next move. 

The effects of event tiles : 

Bishop 

If this tile is at least the 21st tile to be laid of the board section in which it is laid the Bishop decides 

that the work is finished for this season. The game is therefore finished, and you can count up the 

points. The tile scores no bonus points. 

The tile can also be laid within the first 20 tiles to be laid on a board section, but in this case players 

can only lay it in their own board section, where it will score them 20 bonus points.  If laid in this way 

it will prevent Heathen Worship arriving in your board section. However it cannot be laid if Heathen 

Worship has already arrived in the board section. If Saintly Relic is laid in the same board section, the 

Bishop bonus points are not awarded. (See also Red Hand) 

Heathen Worship 

This tile scores 20 points for its owner but there cannot be more than one in play in  the                                                                          

same board section at the same time, and it cannot be laid if the Saintly Relic or Bishop 

tiles are already present in the same board section. The Bishop can also not be laid if 

the Heathen Worship is already there. However the Saintly Relic tile can be laid if the 

Heathen Worship tile in already in the same board section, whether as a replacement 

for it or not, and in either case, Heathen Worship is discarded and removed from the 

board. (See also Red Hand) 

Saintly Relic 

When laying this tile, take another tile from the deck as a replacement, then all players give all the 

tiles in their hand to the player on their immediate left. If a player still has his village tile in his hand, 

he holds on to it, and gives instead a tile randomly picked from the tiles he receives. In addition, if 

the tile Heathen Worship is already present in the same board section, it is discarded and removed 

from play, whether or not it is directly replaced by Saintly Relic. The tile Saintly Relic scores 13 bonus 

points for its owner, but cancels out the Bishop tile bonus if it is present in the same board section. 

(See also Red Hand) 

Red Hand 

Once laid, this tile results in all the reed beds present in the board section changing so 

they incur negative points, including the tile Red Hand, on the condition that Saintly Relic 

or Bishop are present in the same board section. Red Hand scores 10 points if Heathen 

Worship is present, otherwise it is worth nothing. No boats can pass through this tile 

unless the boat owner has Heathen Worship in his board section. 

Wizard 

If a Wizard is laid in a board section, all the cow bonus tiles in closed fields in the board  

section change so they incur negative points. No other cow bonus tile can be laid while 

the Wizard is in the board section. There can only be one Wizard in a board section. Only 

the Blessing tile can cancel out or replace the Wizard. 
 

Blessing 

When Blessing is laid in the same board section as a Wizard, the Wizard remains in place 

but his power is cancelled out. Cow bonuses are reduced to zero points. If Blessing is laid 

in replacement of a Wizard, the cow bonuses go back to scoring the normal number of 

points. If Blessing is already laid in a board section, the Wizard tile cannot be laid in that 

board section. 



Gargantua 

Once laid, the foot of Gargantua cuts off the water network and gardens can no longer score points, 

as Gargantua is a big eater. Don’t worry about trying to match up the land features to the tiles 

around the hole, as there is no way of knowing how much land is under his foot. It is only necessary 

to ensure the water connections join up correctly. Gargantua cannot be laid in a board section 

where he is already present. He can replace the Imps tile. 

Footprint 

This tile can be laid like a normal fishery tile or to replace the Gargantua tile. In either case it is worth 

6 points like a usual fishery. Gargantua cannot be laid in a board section where his footprint already 

exists. 

 

Imps 

All closed copses with one or more Imps inside no longer score any points. If 

Fairy Mesuline is also present in the same board section, all the closed 

copses in the board section score negative points, whether or not a player 

has placed their coloured counter on them. Only Gargantua can replace the 

Imps tile 

Fairy Melusine 

When you lay this tile, take one of the coloured counters of an opponent in the same board section 

and replace it with one of your own.  If the Fairy Melusine tile is found in the same board section as 

the Imps tile, all the closed copses in that board section are worth negative points.  

 
Will o’ the Wisp 

When you lay this tile, the owner of the board section in which it is laid has to discard all the tiles in 

their hand and pick up 5 new ones from the deck. In addition no opponent’s boat can pass over or 

stop on top of this tile. 

 

Bitard 

When you lay down this mythical animal tile, every player takes 

one tile chosen at random from the player to their left. You must 

do this before taking a new tile from the deck.   

 

 

End of the game : The game ends either when the deck is exhausted, or a player has filled his section of the board, 

or a tile is discarded three turns in a row (or if 6 tiles are discarded if only two players) or if a player has laid all his 

coloured counters. In all these cases, every player must take their boat back by the shortest route (ie crossing the 

smallest number of tiles) to their village, placing coloured counters down on finished constructions, before counting 

up the points. 

Calculating the points at the end of the game : Only finished constructions with a coloured counter on top are 

worth points, and then only if the village is connected to the Abbey by the water network. If this is not the case, 

divide your final score by two. Frogs in ponds score points for the owner of the board section on which they are laid, 

whether or not they have a coloured counter on, this is also the case for the event tiles. 

As a reminder… 

Copses and gardens, 2 points per segment which comprise them. Fields, 1 point per segment and any cow bonuses. 

Fishery, 3 points ; Reed bed, 10 points ; Frog in a pond, 2 points ; Space (missing tile) -1 points 

Don’t forget to include the bonus points from any event tiles and deduct points for any tiles that are worth negative 

points. 

 

 



Interval 2 

Tourism 
Use the 21 tiles with a butterfly in the corner. 

Introduction : The local elected powers have just made their decision. Out of respect for those who have 

“invented” it (and out of a desire to refill the cash reserves) the marshlands must be used to create some value. As 

such, in this month of April 1963 the idea of guided boat trips comes to light. The hardest work is still ahead as the 

area must be suitably prepared.  Therefore everyone must mark out their own circuits, and of course, try to make 

theirs the most beautiful and the longest. Are you ready? Let’s begin! 

Duration of the game :  one and a half hours 

Number of players : 2 to 4 

The objective : Fill your piece of playing board, trying to create the longest, uninterrupted, circuit(s), which should 

be in the form of complete loops, all starting and finishing at the central tile, which represents a boat embarkation 

point. Finished constructions therefore no longer score points, but each space not covered with a tile will be worth 

one negative point. And even though the constructions are not counted, the land features on the tiles must still 

correspond with those they are in immediate contact with. 

Preparation : Place the embarkation point tile at the centre of the board. Mix the Abbey tiles, the village tiles and 

the tiles with a bell on with the other unused tiles to form the deck, in 10 piles. The embarkation point tile shows the 

point of departure for each boat, therefore every player takes six coloured counters and a boat, both of whatever 

colour is facing him. They also take six tiles at random from the deck. With three players, the two players whose 

section of board has only one border with another player only take four counters. 

Starting the game : The player who has most recently visited a monument starts play by laying his boat on his 

embarkation point. They then immediately lay another tile in contact with this tile, and if they wish they may 

advance their boat on to it. They take a replacement tile and play passes to the next player. The basic system of play 

is that of the basic game, act 1. 
 

Moving the boats : This is the best way to score points. Effectively, each time your boat arrives on a new tile you 

can place one or more coloured counters on it, but only on the canals on that tile. If another canal crosses the canal 

your boat is on, but your boat cannot join it while staying on the tile where it is, no counter can be laid. No other 

player can pass down a section of canal blocked by your coloured counter, for the rest of the game. If you place a 

counter on a water intersection or a fishery, you can restrict the movements of other players even more. You can 

also place a counter on the Private Property tile, see the example below. Don’t forget that you only have six counters 

at your disposition so think hard before placing them.  
 

Important ! When you place a counter it means that you are committing to letting future customers (tourists) travel 

along these routes. At the end of the game when the points are calculated, all counters which have been placed on 

an incomplete circuit, ie which does not form a loop (beginning and ending at the embarkation point, are removed.  

In this case the tiles are able to be counted part of another player’s circuit, without them having to place a coloured 

counter on it. 

Example: 

The red player has taken entire possession of the tile by placing two of their counters. Effectively, 

from where the opponent is coming, they cannot cross the red counters to access the other side.  

As for the yellow player, they have not stopped another player from passing by on the upper right 

hand side. The blue player has taken advantage of this by placing their counter. See also the picture 

with the paragraph “Calculating the points at the end of the game” below.  

You can move your boat at the end of each turn, even if you have not laid down a tile, or if you have 

laid down a tile discarded by an opponent. 

 



NB : When you move your boat onto an opponent’s territory, you are permitted to place counters on tiles you move 

on to. You cannot place Private Property counters on village or the Abbey tiles. If you pass a tile on which you have 

already placed a Private Property counter you can take it back if you wish. The goal is to make an uninterrupted 

circuit, so the boat cannot be taken out of the water.  

How to lay the event tiles : Of course these tiles are laid normally like the other tiles, but they can also be laid to 

replace other tiles that have already been laid, as long as all their edges correspond with the tiles around them. If 

that is the case, players remove the tile already laid and pose their tile. Apart from the specific exceptions noted 

below an event tile can never replace an existing event tile. Players may pose event tiles on other player’s sections of 

the board; this is even recommended if you wish to disadvantage another player. 

These tiles can also be used to your advantage. Effectively, if you have a tile that another player is looking for, you 

can demand either a specific or non-specific tile in exchange. You can demand that he show you his tiles for you to 

pick whichever you need, and it is up to them whether to accept or not. This rule of exchange only applies to event 

tiles. You can also lay these tiles immediately without demanding permission from the other player. An event tile can 

be discarded like any other tile. 

An exchange of event tiles takes place at the beginning of a turn, to give players an opportunity to lay a tile they 

have just obtained. 

NB : the embarkation point, the Abbey and the village tiles cannot ever be replaced or discarded. If a player finds 

their boat on a tile at the end of a water network, they can move back to the embarkation point and leave from 

there on their next move. 
 

The effects of event tiles: 

Embarkation point 

This is the tile where the boats depart from, placed at the centre of the board. Each player’s boat 

departs from this tile in the direction indicated by their colour, and they are not allowed to leave in a 

different direction. 

 

Auberge 

Laid on a completed circuit at the end of the game, this tile scores two points for the owner of the 

circuit. 

 

 

Little Bridge 

These tiles score one bonus point for the player whose completed circuit 

they are on, and no points if they are not on a completed circuit. Little 

Bridge tiles can replace Private Property tiles. 

 

Private Property 

Once laid, all of these tiles are treated as if they have one or more coloured counters on 

them. The problem is that you cannot lay a tile that is not your colour. You have to pass 

it to the opponent of that colour as soon as you pick it up from the deck. In return your 

opponent will pass you all his tiles; you pick whichever one you want and return the rest 

to him. At the time of players taking their initial hand from the deck of tiles, ie as soon as 

it has been decided who will start the game, the first player to start must immediately 

hand any Private Property tiles to their rightful owners (ie of the appropriate colour). 

The next player should do the same, and the next after him, and so on. Once all players 

have done this the game can begin. 

If, at the time of calculating the points, any of these tiles do not form part of a completed 

circuit of the right colour, they are removed, and count as a negative point for leaving a 

vacant square. Little Bridge tiles can replace Private Property tiles. When you play with 



less than four people, the Private Property tiles without owners are considered neutral. 

Anyone can pass over them. 

 

 
Shipwreck 

Laid on a completed circuit, the Shipwreck tile means six points are deducted from the owner of the 

circuit. Professional Guide can replace Shipwreck. 

 

 
Obstruction 

You lose three points if this tile is laid on one of your completed circuits. Laid outside a circuit, it has 

no effect. Only Professional Guide can replace Obstruction. 

 

 
Professional Guide 

If this tile is laid within a completed circuit belonging to you, it scores you four points. Shipwreck and 

Obstruction are cancelled if they are present, and cannot be laid again in any circuit owned by the 

same player. Professional Guide can also be laid in replacement for these two tiles. 

 
Traffic Jam 

The success of your circuit depends on it being able to cope with many clients in it. You lose 3 points 

if this tile is laid in one of your completed circuits. Only Signposting can replace Traffic Jam. 

 

 
Disorientation 

The lack of any directional markers means that tourists travelling without a guide will get lost. If this 

tile is laid in your completed circuit you lose five points.  Only Signposting can replace Disorientation. 

 

 
Signposting 

If laid in a board section beforehand, Signposting prevents both Disorientation and Traffic Jam from 

being laid in that board section afterwards. If laid after, this tile can replace both these tiles if they 

have edges that correspond with the tiles around them. Laid further away but on the same water 

network, it cancels them, but doesn’t remove them from play, even if they are not on a completed 

circuit. 

Transport of cattle 

If this tile is laid within a completed circuit belonging to you, it scores you three points.  

 

 

 

Transport of goods 

If this tile is laid within a completed circuit belonging to you, it scores you three points.  

 

 

 

End of the game 

The game ends either when the deck is exhausted, or a player has filled his section of the board, or a tile is discarded 

three turns in a row (or if 6 tiles are discarded if only two players). 



Calculating the points at the end of the game 

In this extension, the traditional constructions do not count. Only completed circuits which start and finish at the 

embarkation point will be counted.  

A circuit which goes over an opponent’s territory will only be valid if you have laid private property counters, and 

you cannot go beyond those counters. For example you have encroached on a neighbour’s territory with four tiles 

but the fourth tile must have a private property counter and you cannot go beyond it. The only exception is the 

village or Abbey tiles, which cannot be made into private property, so all players may travel over them. 

You score one point per tile forming your completed circuits. If your circuits necessitate passing partially over the 

same tile, ie using a different section of it, you can count another one point for it. In contrast if you pass over an 

entire tile again, or over a large section of it (more than half) by the same canal you cannot recount it. When you 

have counted up all the points for your circuits, add in the points from the bonus tiles and deduct any negative 

points as needed.  

If one or more of your completed circuits pass over the Abbey tile you score seven points.   

If one or more of your completed circuits run over a village tile it is worth two points (if the village is of another 

player) and five points (if it is your village).  

Add one point per completed circuit that you have constructed. 

Deduct one point for each tile missing from your section of the board. 

Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each dot represents a point awarded and the dashed lines show the circuits. The red player has created two 

completed circuits, one in black and one in purple. They score 13 points for the black circuit and only four points for 

the purple circuit because it passes over three points already counted within the black circuit. The points therefore 

awarded so far are 17, to which they must add the bonus points and deduct any negative points.  

So they deduct three points for Obstruction, add three points for Auberge and Transport of Goods, add seven points 

for the Abbey tile and two points for the yellow village. 

The total is therefore 28 points for the red player. As for the green player (whose circuit is shown in white), they 

have scored 7 points for the circuit, plus 2 points  

 

for the village and 7 points for the Abbey. Their total is therefore 16 points. The green player has found it impossible 

to extend their circuit because after the village and Auberge tiles the red player has laid a Private Property tile in his 

colour, preventing any other players from passing that way. 

For an additional circuit of a player to be recognised, less than half of it must be made up of tiles used in another 

circuit belonging to that player. 

While scoring up the points on circuits can sometimes be a little confusing, it is only necessary that all players agree 

on the contentious spots. Perhaps a vote can be taken, after debating the issues for several hours, as has happened 

in certain parts of the marshlands. Let’s not forget that the aim is to spend some nice time together, not to hit each 

other on the head with a “pigouille” (the French version of a punting pole!) 

 

 



Interval 3 

The Environment 
Use the 21 tiles with a clover in the corner. 

Introduction : We are in February 2005. You have heard about the Marais Poitevin but you have never been there, 

so you now decide you will finally go and see what it is all about. Whether you are a top executive, a political figure, 

ecologist or simple tourist, you will finally experience the reality of the marshes, but will it be how you thought it 

would be? 

Duration of the game :  one and a half hours 

Number of players : 2 to 4 

The objective : The idea in this act is not to build in the marshlands, but to discover it. This doesn’t change the way 

the game is played, because you still have to fill your section of playing board. Depending on your discoveries you 

will score or lose points. 

Preparation : Place the Factory tile at the centre of the board. All players pick a village tile at random. Mix the 

Abbey tile and the tiles with a clover on with the other unused tiles to form the deck, in 10 piles. In this game the 

Abbey becomes a tourist attraction which can be laid wherever desired to score 10 points. Each player takes four 

tiles at random from the deck, along with the boat piece and the coloured counters in the colour of their village. The 

basic system of play is that of the basic game, act 1. 

Start of the game : Every player looks at the tiles in their hand, including their village tile. Then the last player to 

have thrown something in a dustbin starts play, by laying one of their tiles, before picking up another from the deck. 

They then advance their boat, which can only leave from their village tile. This tile must be laid on one of the four 

spaces closest to the factory (ie the tile next to it or the three tiles around that tile.) Until a player’s village tile has 

been laid no other players can lay tiles in these four spaces on the player’s section of board. 

Moving the boat : Moving their boat is the only way for players to score points. Effectively, each time that your 

boat arrives at a fishery or a reed bed, you can, if you wish, place one of your coloured counters on it, which means it 

belongs to you for the rest of the game. The same applies when your boat lays alongside (on the same tile) a finished 

copse, garden or boat landing point in a completely closed field. In this last instance, it is not necessary to pass over 

the boat landing point itself, it is enough to be on a tile which has the only canal leading to it. Only the frogs have no 

need of a coloured counter. They remain the property of the player who owns the section of board where they are 

found. 

If your boat arrives at a tile which is in direct contact with several finished constructions, for example a copse and a 

fishery, you can place a counter on each construction at the same time.   

You can move your boat at the end of each turn, even if you have not laid down a tile, or if you have laid down a tile 

discarded by an opponent. 

 

Important : You can move your boat on to an opponent’s territory and place one of your coloured counters on all 

finished constructions that do not already have a counter of any colour on. However your boat cannot cross an 

opponent’s village. For a more lifelike game if you have to take your boat out of the water, or put it back into the 

water, you can all agree that this can only be done at a boat landing point. You cannot take the boat out of the water 

on the factory tile, as it is a private property. 

How to lay the event tiles : Of course these tiles are laid normally like the other tiles, but they can also be laid to 

replace other tiles that have already been laid, as long as all their edges correspond with the tiles around them. If 

that is the case, players remove the tile already laid and pose their tile. Apart from the specific exceptions noted 

below an event tile can never replace an existing event tile. Players may pose event tiles on other players’ sections of 

the board, this is even recommended if you wish to disadvantage another player, but you cannot do this if they 

have not yet laid down their village tile. 

These tiles can also be used to your advantage. Effectively, if you have a tile that another player is looking for, you 

can demand either a specific or non-specific tile in exchange. You can demand that he show you his tiles for you to 



pick whichever you need, and it is up to them whether to accept or not. This rule of exchange only applies to event 

tiles, and it is always an exchange of one tile for one tile. You can also lay these tiles immediately without demanding 

permission from the other player. An event tile can be discarded like any other tile. 

An exchange of event tiles takes place at the beginning of a turn, to give players an opportunity to lay a tile they 

have just obtained. 

NB the Abbey and the village tiles cannot ever be replaced or discarded. If a player finds their boat on a tile at the 

end of a water network, they can move back to the embarkation point and leave from there on their next move. 

 

The effects of event tiles : The event tiles either repair or worsen the damage caused by either nature itself, or 

man.  

 

Factory  

This is the starting tile which goes in the middle of the playing board. A closed field which contains 

this tile is worth no points at all. 

 

 

Floods 

When this tile is laid, all the tiles in contact with it (a maximum of 8) are totally discarded along with 

the Floods tile. There is nothing to prevent the owner of that board section from refilling the hole 

straight away. Don’t worry about trying to match up the land features to the tiles around the hole, as 

there is no way of knowing how much land is now under water, it is only necessary to ensure the 

water connections join up correctly. This tile can be laid in replacement of any other tile except the 

village and the Abbey tiles. 

Fire 

These two tiles need to be laid in contact with pieces of copse. In other words, the 

burning copses cannot be aligned with a piece of field for example.  Even once burnt, the 

piece of copse stays where it is. The whole copse is considered burnt and its owner can 

score no points for it. See also Rain and Floods.   
Rain 

The Rain tile, if laid as part of the same copse as the Fire tile, blocks the fire from spreading. The rest 

of the copse, protected by the Rain, scores the usual number of points. The Rain tile can at no point 

be laid in replacement of the Fire tile. Laid before a Fire tile it prevents fire from taking hold in the 

copse where it is raining, which means no player can lay a Fire tile as part of that copse after it has 

been laid. See also Floods. 

Rodents 

Once laid in a board section, all the gardens of that board section no longer score any points, 

including the gardens part-owned with other players. See also Gamekeeper. 

 

 
Heron 

A heron laid in a board section cancels out all the frog points and deducts 2 points from every 

fishery. The fishery on the Heron tile is also worth 1 point. See also Gamekeeper and Floods. 

 

 
Water Bailiff 

This tile cancels out the Poacher tile if it is laid in the same board section. The fisheries once again 

score the usual number of points but no points are scored for the fishery on the Water Bailiff tile. If 

the Water Bailiff tile is laid before, it prevents the Poacher from being laid in the same board section. 

See also Floods. 



Gamekeeper 

The Gamekeeper tile cancels out the Rodents and Heron tiles if it is laid in the same board section. In 

this case the fishery on the Heron tile scores 3 points and the garden on the Rodents tile scores 

points too. Laid before, the Gamekeeper tile prevents the Rodents and Heron tiles from being laid in 

the same board section. (See also Floods). Gamekeeper can also be laid in replacement of Rodents 

and Heron.  

Poacher 

Once laid in a board section, all the fisheries of that board section no longer score any points. See 

also Water Bailiff and Floods. 

 

 

 Maintenance Work 

To have an effect, this tile has to be laid in replacement of either the Water Primrose tile or the 

Drought tile. It cancels out the effect of both tiles. Water Primrose and Drought can also not be laid 

in a board section if Maintenance Work is already there. See also Floods. 

 

Drought 

This tile has the effect of breaking up a water network. NB even when dry, the canals stay as canals 

and importantly still act as boundaries for fields. Pollution cannot cross over the Drought tile. This 

tile can replace the Pasture tile. See also Floods and Maintenance Work. 

 
Water Primrose 

Once one of these tiles is laid, all the tiles in contact with it (a maximum of 8) 

are affected as follows: the fisheries no longer score any points, and each frog 

is worth 2 points (those in ponds do not change). If 2 or 3 Water Primrose tiles 

are laid in the same board section, they stop every fishery in that board 

section from scoring points and every frog (not in a pond) in the board section 

scores 2 points. See also Floods and Maintenance Work. 

Pollution 

If this tile is laid alongside (ie along one edge) a village or Factory tile, in the very next turn all the 

immediate neighbouring tiles which are connected to it by a water network are polluted. The player 

who laid the Pollution tile lays a black counter (not supplied but small pieces of paper can be used) on 

the appropriate tiles, as well as on the Pollution tile. At the start of their next turn, they do the same, 

extending the pollution by one tile in every direction where the water network flows, and so on.  

It is always the player who lays Pollution who must put down the black counters. If the tile is laid next to a village, 

the pollution only spreads to one tile per turn, with the player who laid the Pollution tile deciding which tile is 

polluted if there are several possibilities. 

If a polluted tile incorporates 2 separate water networks, only the network in contact with the pollution transmits 

the pollution to the next tile. It is possible that the pollution does a circular loop and returns to pass over the same 

tile, but via a different water network. The mud between 2 canals on one tile acts as a filter and therefore stops the 

pollution from crossing it. 

The following constructions will lose points if polluted. The polluted fisheries and gardens score 2 points less than 

before, and the polluted reed beds 7 points less than before. Cow bonuses no longer score points if they are 

polluted, neither do frogs which are wiped out. Pollution doesn’t respect boundaries, it will spread all over all 

sections of the board. It is therefore possible that all the tiles will be polluted before the end of the game.  

 

Important : It is possible that the spread of pollution may be temporarily blocked, until a new tile is laid and a new 

passage opens up.  This is for the player who has posed Pollution to watch out for, so they can again continue laying 



pollution counters. If they miss a new passage opening up and then notice it they can start to place counters as 

before, but none can be placed retrospectively. See also Floods and Purifying Plant. 

 

Purifying Plant 

This tile replaces the pollution tile. As soon as it is laid, you remove the nearest of the black pollution 

counters to the Purifying Plant tile. On the following turn you can remove the counter on a tile next 

to the newly liberated tile and so on.  Yes, the cleaning process is longer than the pollution process. 

Of course, all liberated constructions go back to being worth their usual number of points. 

 If the Purifying plant is laid before or after Pollution, but in a different board section, it protects an area of the first 

two concentric rows around it, (ie a maximum of 24 tiles) from pollution, so even if the pollution arrives from 

elsewhere it cannot enter this protected area, and the Pollution tile cannot be laid within it. If the pollution counters 

have already been laid they are removed one by one per turn as usual. See also Floods. 

 

Mad Cow 

Whenever this tile is laid in a board section, all the cow bonus tiles in that board section are 

discarded and removed from the board. The Mad Cow tile rests in place and prevents any other cow 

bonus tiles from being laid. They can be laid again however if the Mad Cow tile is cancelled out by 

the Pasture tile, or the Floods tile. 

Pasture 

This tile must be laid in the same board section as, or as a replacement for, the Mad Cow tile that 

has been laid, to cancel out its effect. If Pasture is laid down before, it prevents Mad Cow from being 

laid in the same board section. See also Drought and Floods. 

 

Yob 

Once laid, this tile knocks one point off all finished constructions which are in direct contact with it, 

ie those that have at least one segment on one of the 8 (maximum) tiles surrounding it. This also 

applies to a garden or copse which completes the Yob tile. See also Floods and Tourist Guide. 

 

Tourist Guide 

This tile cancels out the Yob tile only by replacing it. Laid before in a board section, it prevents the 

Yob tile from being laid in that board section. In any case, once laid it scores 5 bonus points. See also 

Floods. 

 

End of the game : The game ends either when the deck is exhausted, or a player has filled his section of the board, 

or a tile is discarded three turns in a row (or if 6 tiles are discarded if only two players), but it also ends once any 

player has placed all his coloured counters. In rare circumstances, if pollution has reached all the tiles in play, all 

players will have lost. 

Calculating the points at the end of the game : Only finished constructions with a coloured counter placed on 

them are counted. The only exception to this rule is frogs, which are counted as belonging to the player whose 

section of board they are on, without needing to have a counter on them, and whether they are in ponds or not. See 

the Water Primrose tile. 

All constructions not connected to the village by the water network are worth 1 point, otherwise they earn their 

usual points. 

Copses and Gardens, 2 points per segment which comprise them 

Fields, 1 point per segment, and any cow bonus. A field which includes the factory tile is worth nothing. 

Fishery, 3 points               Reed bed, 10 points               Frog in a pond, 2 points                   Abbey, 10 points 

Missing tile (empty space), -1 point 

NB : You can always decide to allow any tiles to be exchanged for a more co-operative game. 

 



LEXICON 
All the tiles in these three extensions have real names with local origins. To help you understand them, below are 

some explanations which will turn you into an authority on the Marais Poitevin (the marshlands). 

 

Auberge : A charming little place where they know how to make you feel welcome, perhaps with a plate of 

fricasseed eels for example, (a local delicacy). 
 

Bitard : It’s the legendary creature of the marshlands. Those who are unfamiliar with them are welcome to come 

and try and hunt them. 
 

Bishop and Blessing : The Blessing tile is represented by a monk to whom, along with the Bishop, the modern day 

marshlands owe their appearance, because they were at the origin of the reclamation work.  
 

Disorientation : The network of canals is so extensive that the marshland can be a labyrinth when flooded. Certain 

tourists attempting to guide themselves have already got very lost. 
 

Drought and Maintenance Work : The marshes have a tendency to dry up with time, and low water levels 

combined with inadequate maintenance work leads to damage occurring. Certain canals become refilled preventing 

water from circulating. It goes without saying that the flora and fauna are affected adversely as a result. The problem 

is that some canals are privately owned, some are publically owned, and no one really has the time or the means to 

keep re-digging the canals which get gradually refilled with mud, particularly when all the trees shed their leaves. 

Perhaps the solution is to cut down the trees! 
 

Embarking point : This is a specific point on the bank that is designed for safe loading and unloading of boat 

passengers. 
 

Fairy Melusine : Ancestor of the house of Lusignan, condemned to partly transform into a snake, this fairy is 

infamous in the region through having magically constructed various buildings. Perhaps she also worked her magic in 

the marshes but any exploits here have been forgotten… 
 

Fire : In the game, Fire is more a generic term than specifically indicating something which destroys copses. Wood is 

becoming used less and less, and copses are destroyed instead of being maintained, to be replaced with cultivatable 

land. Fields can easily be enlarged by cutting down a copse and filling in the canals around it. But what happens to 

the creatures that were living there? 
 

Floods : Generally, every winter, helped along by man, the water spreads out of the canals and floods the fields 

around. This allows the population of rodents such as coypus to be kept under control and also acts as a rich natural 

fertilizer for the land. Sadly it is becoming less frequent; it damages the growth of cereal crops which have been 

planted for some time in the marshlands. 
 

Gamekeeper and Water Bailiff : Both of these look after, and enforce the regulations to protect, the wildlife and 

nature in general, with the authority they have been given. 
 

Gargantua and Footprint : This giant, with a very big appetite, invented by François Rabelais, would definitely 

have walked around some parts of the marshlands, and if you search a little you might see one of his footprints. For 

a bit of background, François Rabelais used to stay at the Abbey of Maillezais. In fact one room at the Abbey is even 

known as the prison of Rabelais, as he used to lock himself away in there to write.  We also owe him for introducing 

the Romaine lettuce variety to France, after he first brought it back from his Italian travels, perhaps to feed 

Gargantua?! 

 



Heathen Worship : Remnants of Heathen civilisations, dating from the Neolithic period, have been found even at 

the foot of the Abbey of Maillezais, thus proving that they once existed in the area, even if they have disappeared 

now. 
 

Heron : When a heron nests in the area, the fish and other amphibians rightly feel a little anxious. 
 

Imps : These are the famous imps of the marshlands which, according to legend, may have been created in an 

incubator at the Maison of the Marais Poitevin!  In the game they are regarded as a nuisance… it could be that in 

reality they could be just the opposite, but the experts are not all agreed on this subject… 
 

Little Bridge : This very simply allows us to pass from one field to another without getting wet. Some are charming, 

but others have been constructed with limited means by their owners and spoil the landscape a little. 
 

Mad Cow and Pasture : Let’s hope that the quality of the grass which grows in this naturally rich environment will 

protect our peaceful cows from any madness. 
 

Obstruction : This can unfortunately happen when a tree falls across a canal or the water flow is not sufficient to 

allow a fully laden boat to pass down a canal. This normally occurs in periods of drought. 
 

Poacher : Here is another pest. Eels, frogs, coypus and other edible wildlife all are good prey for a poacher. Of 

course they catch them without any respect for the permitted seasons and methods. 
 

Pollution : This ranges from a factory discarding rubbish into the water with no concern for the consequences, to 

passing tourists who think nothing of throwing cigarette ends into the water, right through to pouring fertilizer over 

garden plots to try and compensate for a lack of winter flooding.  
 

Private Property : Certain canals and ditches do not belong to the public but are privately owned, as they have 

been dug out within fields by land owners. The owners have the power to refuse the passage of tourist boats down 

these waterways but they very rarely do. 
 

Professional Guide : This is a boatman who was born in the marshlands, who knows every corner of the area, and 

who can not only steer a boat expertly, but can answer all your questions. 
 

Red Hand : This is the hand of the devil which comes out of the water (sometimes through wells) to catch naughty 

children. 
 

Rodents : The animal the most culpable here is the coypu, a beaver like creature, known as a ragondin in France. Oh 

yes, it usually eats grass and fish, but if it happens to find itself in a well-stocked garden it will do some shopping. The 

other problem with this animal are the burrows it digs in the banks of the canals which lead to their collapse and 

destruction. To compensate for this they do make a very good paté. 
 

Saintly Relic : These are the remains of Saint Rigomer which were brought to the Abbey of Maillezais, dragging in 

their wake more and more pilgrims, ensuring the continued notoriety of this site.  
 

Shipwreck : Certain obstacles, like a tree stump just below the waterline, perhaps hidden by a layer of duckweed, 

can result in a boat overturning if the boatman doesn’t know it is there. 
 

Signage : Because more and more tourists want to rent a boat without a guide, it has become necessary to place 

small direction signs at strategic points to avoid the skeletons of lost tourists being found far into the future. 
 

Tourist Guide : These are unsurpassable. They know everything about the marshlands and have a respect for them. 

We must always listen to them. 



Traffic jam : There are certain parts of the marshlands that are more well-known than others, and where the tourist 

boats flock, leading some canals to get busier than the underground in the rush hour. It is therefore sometimes 

preferable to stick to the more “wild” parts of the marshlands. 
 

Transport of cattle : Originally, boats were essential for moving cattle to grazing points. Now small bridges and the 

filling in of certain small canals have made this unnecessary. 
 

Transport of goods : The same as for cattle, even though it is not unusual to still come across locals coming back 

from their vegetable garden by boat. 
 

Water Primrose : This plant, arriving in the marshlands whether through an accident, ignorance or deliberately, is a 

catastrophe. It spreads rapidly, covering the water to the point of suffocation. It is regularly removed, and although 

it is not yet eradicated, its damage is at least limited in this way. 
 

Water Purifying Plant : This collects all the used water and returns it to nature. In previous times everything was 

thrown back in to the canals as it was, starting with the manure pile. 
 

Will o’ the wisp : Methane, a natural gas formed by the decomposition of leaves, becomes trapped in the mud at 

the bottom of the canals. When the mud is disturbed the gas is released. All that remains is to hold a flame close to 

the surface of the water and the gas ignites and gives the impression that the water is burning. Magical! 
 

Wizard : Even these days certain people are said to have the power to heal certain maladies, “bonesetters” if you 

will, for humans and animals. Perhaps they also have the power to cast a spell on a neighbour to make their animals 

die, but only certain jealous people would cross this line. 
 

Yob : This is someone who respects nobody, who throws rubbish anywhere he likes, through stupidity but perhaps 

also through ignorance. 

 

Memory guide 

 

Field: entirely bordered by water, with at least one boat landing point: 1 point for each 

segment which composes it, plus any cow bonuses that are included. 8 pts + 8 pts (cow 

bonus) 

 

Copse: 2 points for each segment which composes them on the condition that they are closed off at both ends 

 

                                                                            

 

 

Garden: 2 points for each segment which composes them on the condition that they are completed 

 

                                                  

 

 

Fishery: 3 points  Reed bed: 10 points                  Frogs: 2 points in a pond,         no points if in a canal  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         

 

 


